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The double meaning of hen

- Refer to individuals with (potentially) non-binary 
gender identity
- Challenges beliefs about gender as binary (27%)

Specific

- Practical use, instead of paired forms, to 
anonymize, when gender is unknown/unimportant
- Challenges traditional views and linguistic 
conservatism (39%)

Generic

Arguments against using hen

Ridicule of
issue

Binary
beliefs
about
gender

Defending
linguistic
status quo

Distraction in 
communication

Vergoossen et al. 2020



Attitude change over time

What is your opinion about hen as a gender netural pronoun?
1 = Very bad; 5 = Very good
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Split on response alternatives
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Who likes hen?
Individual level: 
- Younger people
- Women
- Left-wing ideology
- Interest in gender issues

Contextual level: 
- Time: Explains about 50% of the variation in 
attitudes (Gustafsson Sendén et al. 2015; Lindqvist et al., 
2016)



How is hen perceived in text?

Ratings of grammaticality, reading 
difficulty and negative valence

18 sentences with a name or a role, 
and a pronoun

Anna took a nap, she[hen] 
was tired.

When a pilot is sick, hen
[he/she] should stay at 
home. 

Renström et al. 2022



Specific hen is seen as 
less grammatically

correct

Yet, not really
difficult to read

Hen, especially specific
hen, is seen more

negatively than binary
pronouns



How do people use hen? 

9

When a pilot is sick, 
______ should stay at home. 

Lex was tired, ____ took a 
nap. 

”Fill in the blanks”
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Generic hen is most
popular! But in specific

sentences, binary
pronouns are most

popular. 



What about English pronouns?
• Singular they
• Ze
• Binary pronouns

• Experiment same as Swedish on rating sentences
– pronoun - name/role
– Grammaticality, reading difficulty, neg valence



Specific they and 
both specific and 

generic ze is 
seen as less 

grammatically
correct

again, not really
difficult to read Both neutral pronouns

were more negatively
seen, but binary

pronouns in generic use
(paired) was also slightly

negatively seen



Take-home
Attitudes to hen have become more positive over the years

While there is still resistance, people don’t really have any problems reading a 
sentence with hen

The generic use of hen is actually the most popular!

Similar tendencies in English, but varies with pronoun (they/ze), where they is 
seen more positively than ze. 

What does this mean for inclusion of women and non-binary individuals?
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Traditionalism mainly predict
ratings of generic meaning

For negative 
valence, gender 
beliefs predict
ratings for both

generic and 
specific meaning



Only gender beliefs predict use, 
regardless of meaning


